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Clos-o-Mat white paper gives guidance on accessible home bathrooms 
 
With the growing trend towards domestic bathroom adaptation, new guidance is aiming 
to help get it right. 
 
‘Design Guidance & Considerations for a Domestic Accessible Toilet/Wetroom’ has been produced and 

published by Clos-o-Mat. The white paper gives advice to ensure that all aspects affecting the 
functionality and practicality of a bathroom adaptation are duly considered and implemented where 

appropriate and practical. 

 
“Bathrooms are the most common form of home adaptation. One Council alone reported that last 

year, 56% of its home adaptations were bathrooms. Some 1/2million households without but in need 
of adaptation said they needed either a special toilet seat or aid to use the toilet,” explains Robin 

Tuffley, Clos-o-Mat marketing manager.  

 
“Sometimes, basic considerations are overlooked – use of colour is a big help to someone with visual 

impairment; changing a door from swinging to sliding can give valuable extra space inside to aid 

manoeuvrability ... then there are the bigger issues – will a particular shower chair fit over the toilet, 
what height is the toilet and can that be adjusted, to cite just a couple of examples. Our white paper 

covers all the details to think about to ensure a successful adaptation, which meets the user’s needs 
and so achieves best value for the provider.” 

 
The white paper can be downloaded free of charge at www.clos-o-mat.com . It is the latest in a 

series of guidance documents produced by Clos-o-Mat designed to ensure good specification of 

accessible toilet provision in domestic and public/commercial environments. 
 

Clos-o-Mat was the first supplier of automatic wash and dry toilets in the UK; its Palma Vita was the 
first WC of its kind developed specifically for disabled people. Now, the company provides a range of 

toilet/bathroom equipment to optimise accessibility and independence. Products are complimented by 

the most comprehensive support service available, covering design advice, project management, 
supply, install, commissioning and in-house service & maintenance. 
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